The link below demonstrates the issues with electric buses in Albuquerque. It looks like the electric buses in this city shows the electric industry is moving way too fast with not adequate research and development. Tesla has issues also. I will send you information on Tesla.

Stuart Mayper
CNG 4 America


The city can’t charge the buses because a third-party certification officer wouldn’t certify the chargers that have been installed.

“The chargers themselves are not operable because they’ve used what looks like Chinese equipment and probably a different standard for how they built these boxes,” Rael said.

In the short time that the buses were used, Rael said, a number of problems were found.

Robin Cox
832 858 5344
Katy Texas

CenterPoint Energy, CNG Champion of the Year
http://www.CNG4America.com

Benefits of CNG:

An All American Fuel * Creating American Jobs and Making Your Business More Competitive * Abundant Supplies Resulting in Lower, Stable Prices * Cleaner Skies, No Lead, No Mercury * No American Soldier Placed in Harms Way to Defend …“Americas Fuel”